Gwent Attachment Service
Working together to support better outcomes
for children and young people who have
experienced early adversity and trauma

__________________________________________________________________

Why you need to help me feel safe

help me feel safe
Brain pathway

Remember, my downstairs brain pathways are probably more developed
than my upstairs brain pathways, because they have helped me to survive
lots of scary times.
These pathways are like motorways of my
brain, so I’m likely to feel stressed out more
quickly than others and rely more on my
downstairs brain.
My downstairs brain pathways are automatic,
functions we all need to survive threats- they
are my cave man modes- Fight, Flight and
Freeze.

Upstairs brain pathways are like country paths;
they are more overgrown and less easy to use.
New brain pathways can be developed, and
upstairs pathways can become motorways.
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Unpredictable and negative experiences
I’ve had lots of unpredictable and negative experiences, which have
increased my fear of the unknown. As a reaction I might set out to
control whatever I can to make my world more predictable.
In an ordinary day, unexpected change can unsettle me - for example,
a change in plan to go out to play or a change in what’s for
lunch/dinner. Sometimes it can also be around boredom and having
unstructured times for day to day activities.
Imagine the theme music from the film Jaws as the background to your
day – even the most gentle, calm, and ordinary situations are likely to
feel so full of apprehension, worry and fear. Everyone experiences
shark music for different reasons.
Hopefully over time you can help me build more positive predictable
experiences to help outweigh the negative and unpredictable
experiences I have had in my life so far.

What might trigger my shark music?
What different situations trigger my shark music? (Write them in the space
below)
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The role of shame
Shame, fear of rejection and loss can make young people
feel unsafe which can block learning and the developments
of new relationships.
Anything that makes me feel ashamed is really painful. The
potential of: not knowing an answer to a question, not
winning a game, not being able to do a task properly or
being told “no” or told off for something, can all make me
feel shame.
Shame will trigger my belief of being “a bad person”.
To protect ourselves from this painful belief, I use a shield
against shame. The ‘Shield of Shame’ highlights the
different ways of coping with the world when full of
shame.
For example, after being told off for kicking the dog, the
young person can respond by:

Lie: “I didn’t kick the dog”
Blame: “The dog tried to bite me”
Minimise: “I didn’t kick it that hard”
Rage: “You never listen to me. Go away!”

Internal
working
model
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Because of my negative experiences I have developed
certain views about myself, others and the world. This is
my internal working model.
My internal working model influences the way I view the
world and approach new situations such as going into a
new class at school.
What may be my internal working model: (give examples)



I am…



Others are…



The world is…
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Where to pitch your intervention
Kim Golding’s Pyramid of need
My internal working model
represents
very
efficient
pathways in my brain (like
motorways). I may hear shark
music more often. Therefore, I
am more likely to be in my
‘downstairs brain’. When I am
in my downstairs brain and
cannot access upstairs brain, I
have flipped my lid.
Before I can engage in a task, develop relationships, ask
for help or regulate my own emotions, I need to feel
safe. Key adults in my life can help me to feel safe.
Once I feel safe, over time I will
be more able to use my
upstairs brain, make good
decisions, be able to develop
relationships, regulate my
emotions, ask for help and
learn.

How to keep me feeling safe…
.

You can keep me feeling safe through integrating some key ideas through your interactions:
PACE
Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity and Empathy. These are ways of
communicating with me. Sometimes it can be difficult to remember all
four ways of talking to me, the most important ones are A & E,
Acceptance and Empathy. Using these will show me you are really
listening and there for me. See PACE leaflet for more information.
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Connection

Correction

Connection before correction
If it looks like I may flip my lid (if I feel unsafe and start to get
distressed you could use PACE to understand what might be
going on for me (connection).
This will help you and me identify possible triggers and improve
my safety. Then if needed you can help me reflect on what has
happened and learn from it (correction).
Both structure and consequences are important and can keep
me feeling safe. However, consequences (correction) will be far
more effective and easier to learn from when I am in upstairs
brain, not downstairs brain. Connection is the ladder that will
help me to move into upstairs brain. I will then feel emotionally
safe which reduces my shield of shame and puts me in a better
position to learn.
Availability
I may tend to pull people close then appear to push people
away, this may be my way of seeing whether you are safe to
trust. Providing words for my emotions is equally as important
as nurture (giving independence and welcoming me back when I
need comfort).

Am I feeling
sad/angry/
happy?

Labelling emotions
I may not know how to put words to emotions. Help me
understand, label and express my emotions appropriately with
either words, sign or pictures. It might also help me if you
wonder out loud about feelings without expecting an answer,
e.g. “I wonder what it was like when it took a few attempts to
get that. It might have felt quite frustrating”. This shows
curiosity (part of PACE). It’s ok to guess my emotions, it’s even
ok to get them wrong. You are showing an interest in my
internal world and although this may be scary for me, it’s really
important to give me alternative scripts.
Rupture and Repair
Remember, the key requirement is for the attachment figure to
develop a relationship with me. I’m likely to reject and test you,
as I’m fearful of getting close to adults, as I am expecting to be
let down or I am worried they’ll see the awful self I believe I am.
I’m likely to know your vulnerabilities to successfully push you
away, relentlessly push your buttons and cause you to feel the
emotions I’m experiencing. It will take active and explicit work
over time to challenge these beliefs. There will be lots of
rupture, attunement and repair cycles.
You don’t have to get it right all the time. When there are
ruptures in our relationship this is a really valuable experience
for me because I can see you acknowledging my hurt and
helping me understand where things went wrong. If you leave
me with a sense of resolution this is a really powerful gift as I
may have rarely had this in my life.
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Things that may help me feel safe when I
flip my lid
PROVIDE CONTAINMENT
Providing containment means that you are able to verbally and nonverbally communicate that you
understand my emotional experience and you do not get overwhelmed by it; you stay calm and keep
me safe. It’s like you’re holding my distress.
Routine and structure: Help me predict what’s going to happen in my environment and make me feel
more in control, you can do this by creating visual schedules with me and giving my structured choices in
what I can do. You may also want to try to reduce the amount of transitions or unexpected changes I
experience, for example changing classrooms etc. You could also involve me in this process which may help
me feel more safe. Model ‘constancy’ (demonstrating that adults can be reliable and predictable). Provide
me with a safe base- show a ‘non-anxious presence’.
‘Time-in’ safe space: I might need time and space to calm down or I might need your presence to help me
regulate my emotions. You need to get to know me well to know what I need when I’m in ‘flip lid’ mode. If
I’m asking for time away, do you sense it’s because I’ve felt you’ve understood me and I’m not used to it?
New experiences can feel threatening. My overwhelming sense of being a bad person might cause me to
reject you as a pre-emptive strike before you reject me. ‘Time-in’ with a safe trusted person to help me
co-regulate my emotions can be really useful.
Don’t overload- I’m in my downstairs survival brain, so cannot think clearly. I might need just one person
to tell me clearly that they’re here to help me feel safe.
Distract me with drawing, fiddle toys, lego or anything else you know makes me feel happy and safe
Give gentle and specific feedback I can find praise difficult to receive. Remember, my internal working
model might be very negative, as it is based on my early experiences and relationships. When you give me
praise it might trigger shame or mistrust in you because your view of the world and me is so different to
mine – it’s like telling me the sky is blue when my experiences so far in life have told me it’s black. Gentle
and specific feedback such as: “I like that you’ve used a really vibrant green on that leaf” or “I could see
that Callum really enjoyed spending time with you when you were drawing together”, shows appreciation
and interest without praise.
What to do when you can’t be available...
I might find it hard to be apart from a key adult who I’ve made a
relationship with. When this needs to happen let me know I’m on your
mind: Let me know that you have been thinking about me when you
are away from me for a while. Perhaps give me something of yours to
look after until I next see you.
ATTUNE TO MY EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES AND HELP ME REGULATE
Help me become aware of my internal world and regulate my emotions.
PACE can help me interpret my world for example by wondering out loud,
running commentary and scaffolding: “No wonder you’re upset! I wonder if it
feels scary....It’s been busy and you might be missing mum. I want to help you
feel safe. Maybe we can give mum a ring to talk to and spend some time in the
thrive room to help you feel safe” or “I can see you’re getting a little anxious
because…’.

Provide opportunities to build my confidence and a sense of mastery
of tasks. Help me practice new skills with you, in particular asking forPage
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Attachment informed ways of working
to encourage the feeling of safety
Can you think of things specially related to me that would help and things that would not help when I am
distressed and thinking with my downstairs brain?

Things which may help

Things which may not help
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